Let P1ll2 + ix(z) be the associated Legendre function of order m and degree -1/2 +ix. We give, here, two integral transforms Gm and Hm, arising naturally from the generalized Mehler transform, which is induced by PI I/2 + i*(cosh y), such that HmGm = Identity (formally). We show that if 1 </7<oo, -l/p<a< 1 -l//>, m£1/2 or m = \, 2,
Introduction.
Let P™ll2+ix(z) be the Legendre function of real order m and degree -\+ix given by the formula [5, p. 122 and treating it as a nonhomogeneous second order differential equation leads us to seek trigonometric expansions for (sinh y)ll2P-n2+¡x (cosh y). We will, in fact, find functions km(x) so that km(x)(sinby)ll2P,H.ll2 + iX(cosh.y) behaves roughly like constant (i.e., independent of x) linear combinations of sin xy and cos xy (or J-m(xy), with J-m a Bessel function). The asymptotic behavior of the error terms, as well as that of their partial derivatives, can be determined; they can be differentiated termwise. The functions rcm(x)(sinh v01,2P-i/2 + ix(cosh >0 form the kernels of two integral transforms. From the asymptotic expansions it will follow that the mapping from the cosine transform of a given function to either of these two integral transforms of the same function is, in some sense, bounded.
Let us be more specific; for/a Lebesgue measurable function on [0, co), we formally define (1. 3) g(y) = J" f(x)P1il2+ix(y) dx.
With certain conditions of /, principally on its behavior near 0 and co, it can be recovered from g by means of the formula [15, p. 2C(3)]
(1.4) f(x) = n-*x sinh nxT(\-m + ix)TQ-m-ix) J"° g(y)P™ll2+ix(y) dy.
Rosenthal [19] has shown that this is the right inversion formula and has given conditions for its validity. This integral transform pair occurs in solving certain boundary value problems arising from conductivity questions. In order to rewrite (1.3) and (1.4) so that the cosine and sine transforms arise when m= ±\, let Also, define (1.6) Km(x, y) = km(x)(sinh yy*2P™ m+ix(cosn y).
Then Kll2(x, y) = (2/7r)llz cos xy and K~ll2(x, y) = (2/ir)112 sin xy. We rewrite (1.3) and (1. (1.7) Gm(F;y) = jQ F(x)Km(x,y)dx, FeL^oo), and (1.8) Hm(G; y) = J" G(y)Km(x, y) dy, GeL^O, oo).
With m=\ or m= -\, these operators become the cosine or sine transform. We will postpone treatment of the existence of Gm and Hm for arbitrary m until we have some estimates for Km(x, y). Formally, at least, Gm and Hm are inverses of each other. Hence, it is natural to raise the mean convergence question: in what (Lebesgue integral) norms do the partial integrals for Hm (Gm(F)) converge to F? For the Fourier transform, mean convergence results follow from the boundedness of the Hubert transform /-> ]f(x)/(x-y) dx on the real line (or an any subinterval). The boundedness of this latter operator is a well-known result of M. Riesz [17] for Lp (1 <p<co), extended to Lp,a (1 <p<co, -\/p<a<l-l/p), by Hardy and Littlewood [11] . [April Mean convergence results are also known for series expansions of a function by means of classical orthogonal polynomials. Pollard [16] investigated the problem for Legendre series and obtained positive results for LP with 4/3 <p < 4. Hirschman [12] used lacobi expansions to get a projection theorefn; his result can be viewed as a mean convergence theorem for Jacobi coefficients. Also in the area of mean convergence theorems is a result of Wing [22] dealing with partial Hankel integrals, operating on LP with 1 <p^2. Transplantation theorems are somewhat stronger results than mean convergence theorems. Very roughly, they amount to comparing \\TF\\ and \\T'F\\, where Pand T' are given operators. Important applications arise when, for example, mean convergence results are known for one operator, giving analogous results for the second operator in the transplantation pair. D. L. Guy [10] found a theorem on transplanting between integral transforms induced by the kernels (xy)ll2Ja(xy) for a^ -\ on LP,a (1 <p<co, \/p<a< 1 -l/p). Askey and Wainger [3] obtained transplantation theorems arising from consideration of certain ultraspherical series. They also showed [2] that one can transplant between two sets of ultraspherical coefficients of a given function provided the parameter is, in each case, greater than zero. Askey [1] obtained a similar result for Jacobi coefficients provided all parameters are at least -\. Our principal transplantation results will be: If m-i\ or m= 1, 2,... ; if 1 <p<co and -\/p<a< 1 -l/p, then P \Gm(F;y)\py^dy Ú A?,tt P \F(y)\'y<" dy Jo Jo and P \Hm(F;y)\*y"*dy Ú <" P \Hy)\*ya> dy, Jo Jo where A%,u is independent of F and F stands for the Fourier cosine transform of P. The significance of transplantation theorems is that they enable us to lift results known for one operator to another. A typical example of this procedure is the way in which a Fourier multiplier theorem is used to obtain multiplier theorems for other operators.
We state the definition of Lp,a[0, oo): Definition. For 1 ¿¡p<co,feLp,a[0, co) if fis measurable and 11/11?,. = j" \f(x)\'x"dx < 00.
In this paper, we will take 1 <p<co. It is easy to see here that Lp,a is a Banach space with dual L"-'a where l/p+l/q=\.
If -l/p<a<l -l/p, we also have -l/q< -a< l-l/q. We will be using the Fourier multiplier theorem in the following form : Theorem 1. Let \<p(t)\ Ú C, J™ \d<p(t)\ ^ C, 1 <p < oo and -l\p < a < The fact that a mapping/^ Tf majorized by J¿ M\f(y)\dy + $™ (M/y)\f(y)\dy is a bounded operator of Lp'a[0, oo) into Lp-"[0, 1] will be used frequently. We will also use the boundedness (on L"-a[0, oo) into itself) of operators majorized by J"" M\f(y)\/(x+y) dy. In both situations, l</?<ooand -l/p<a< I -l/p. These facts will be needed to deal with some error terms. Our results will hold when the parameter m^% or m=l,2,.... To simplify the problem a bit, we use the fact [5, p. 140, 3.3(7) ] that, for m-\, 2,...,
The quotient is a polynomial of degree 2m and, by induction on m, it equals
, which has constant sign (-l)m. From (1.5) so that (1.9) Km(x, y) = MÛ. gÍ±^±g K -%X, y)
Km(x, y) = (-l)mK-n(x, y) for m = where Bn is the nth degree Bernoulli polynomial and HN(x) = 0(x N 1). Also from Barnes' expansion, í(z) = logr(í + a)-(i + a-I)logi+i-ilog2,
for Iarg z\ <tt, and for real a, t(z) is analytic off the real axis. For imaginary z#0, let yz be the circle of radius \z\/2 centered at z. Then by Cauchy's formula for t'(z), applied to yz, we obtain |i'(z)|=0(|z|n), z~0, z imaginary. Replacing z by If-ix for x real therefore gives HÛ(x) = 0(x~N~2), x~oe.
Let N=l in the preceding formula. Then [5, p. 36 T(-ix)
where R(x) = 0(x'2), R'(x) = 0(x~3).
To obtain the needed expansion for the hypergeometric term, we make use of the fact that it is analytic in x and in y. Let We also know that if w e Qy, y^ 1, then |e2l"-l| ^ e*»-«»_l ^ e2y/5.
Consequently, xgil, y^l,(w, z)e QyxQ.x implies
We conclude that for xä l,j^l. 2.2. To obtain an expansion for the region x^ I, y^ 1, we again make use of [5, p. 128 and log T(l -/x)/r(^ -w -z'x) is analytic for x close to zero. These facts yield the expansion logftF^) = logx-logr^-^+^'
where g(x) = 0(x) and g'(x) = 0(l); the " + " sign depends on sgn FQ -m).
Note that if we let m = k+\ for /c = 0, 1,2,..., and call the corresponding quotient, (T(-ix)IT(%-m-ix))l\T(-ix),IT(%-m-ix)\, Pk(x), then pk + 1(x) = Pk(x) (k-l -ix)/\k-1 -ix\. Since p0(x)=l, we obtain, for m = \, \,...,
where g(x) = 0(x), g'(x) = 0(1).
We write the relevant hypergeometric term as FU + m,i-m; l+ix; ß2y_A = l+s(x,y), and from the series for F, we have \s(x, y)\ fkAe~2y (/l = absolute constant). The analyticity of Fin x for \x\ < 1 shows, by Cauchy's formula, that for small x, \8s(x,y)/8x\ ^ Ae~2y. Setting the hypergeometric function equal to l+f(x, y) and using the power series shows that \t(x, y)\^Ay2. Also, the formula for differentiating a hypergeometric series (with respect to its last argument) is well known ; applying it yields \dt(x,y)/dy\^Ay.
Moreover, t(x,y) is an entire function of x; by Cauchy's formula we therefore conclude that \dt(x, y)/8x\ is Ay2. Now km(x) = exp Re log I\£ -m -ix)/T(-ix) from (1.5). If m±\, f,..., we have, by power series,
We have v0(x)=l so that if m=\, f,...,
where n(x) = 0(x), r[(x) = 0(1).
Combining our information on the hypergeometric term with (2.3.1), letting
s (x) = 0(x3) and * '(*) -0(x2), for x ^ 1, y ^ 1. If, on the other hand, m=\, f,... then (2.3.1) gives rise to the formula
where t±(x,y) has the same properties as in (2.3.4) and r^(x) = 0(x), ri(x) = 0(l), forx£l,?ál.
2.4. To develop the kind of expansion we will need for the region x^ 1, y^ 1 requires more work than was required to get expansions for the previous regions. We will use an integral representation for the Legendre function, comparing it to a similar representation for the Bessel function. Both representations are valid only if m<\ and so from here on, we will be making this restriction. To obtain bounds for the remainder that occurs in the expansion for P™1/2 + «(cosh_y), we have adapted methods developed by G. Szegö and appearing in [20] and [21] .
According to [5, p. 156 
which we write as
The expression to which we will compare this is [6, p. 81, 7.12 (7)]
which is valid for ¡x> -\.
Our aim is to expand (2 cosh y -2 cosh v\ m 1/2 y2 -v2 in a series of powers of (y2 -v2), which gives an expansion of (2 cosh y -2 cosh v)-m-v2 m p0wers of ( j>2 -t;2). A change of variables will then allow us to compare (2.4.1(1)) with the kind of representation we have in (2.4.1(2)). hence the series in (2.4.1(3)) converges uniformly on
We obtain the representation To consider the accuracy of our expansions, we need to estimate |<pjc(y)| ; we use (2.4.1(4)). We recall that r is entire, thus continuous in (y, t) and that if \y\ aw and \n\ ^7/2it2 then r(y, t)^0. It follows that there is a constant, M, such that, for y and r as indicated, 8vn-iyy U> dp á C(n)(k-m-Wy2k~2m~n-Thus, with n=p + l, we obtain, by the same procedure as before, for y~0, and Fm(x, y) is a sum of four terms, each of which we will examine. To do this, we use the estimates for the Bessel function: Jll(t) = 0(tu), t~0;Ju(t) = O(t-112), t~oo.
Note also that <pi(y) = 0(l). We tabulate below estimates for the terms adding up The expansions we obtained in §2 for Fm(x, y) were in terms of sin xy, cos xy and [April J-m(xy). In view of Theorem 1, we will try to show that the coefficients of sin xy and cos xy form acceptable Fourier multipliers. For expansions involving J^m(xy), we will use Guy's transplantation result (Theorem 2) and then Theorem 1.
We begin with Jf Km(x, y)H(y) dy. Let where Km denotes the sum of the first four terms in the expansion (2.1.6).
We must now deal with the last two error terms. The situation is now somewhat different, inasmuch as instead of actual quotients for coefficients, we have terms which are merely bounded by quotients of the right type. We look at (The actual value of A™itt has already changed several times; it will again.) Now we will let x^ 1 ; the relevant expansion is (2.2.3). The leading terms are (± (2/Tr)ll2 + h2(x)) sin xy + h^x) cos xy, and ± (2/tt)1'2 + h2(x), hx(x) are bounded, so they are permissible Fourier multipliers.
For the first remaining error term, we consider i«« /2V2 r°° r°°c We proceed next to the remaining situation: x^l, y^l. Our principal tool will be Guy's transplantation theorem for the Hankel transform (Theorem 2). It will be sufficient to use the short expansion (see (2.4.9) and (2.4.11)): It is enough to prove Theorem 6 for m<\. By (2.1.6), (2.2.3), (2.3.4) and (2.4.9), Fm(x, y) is bounded in x for each y. Since F e L1, Gm(F; y) exists.
As with our first transplantation result, we will prove the following and it will imply Theorem 6: the order of integration is interchangeable because |Fm(x, y)\ ^ C. Now for w£ 1, we note that jl Km(x,y) cos ux dx = 0(l). For w^l, we use the .fact that |Fm(x, y)\ ^ C and |SFm(x, y)/8x\ ^ C, integrate by parts, and get
Km(x, y) cos ux dx = 0(l/u).
We conclude that
Next, we let jï: 1. The estimates we need are in (2.2.3). We write this as
Km(x, y) = (±(2/tt)1'2 + h2(x)) sin xy + «i(x) cos xy + Si(x, y) cos xy +s2(x, y) sin xy.
The coefficients ±(2ln)ll2 + h2(x) and «i(x) satisfy the requirements for multipliers given in Theorem 1.
To deal with the error terms, we note that st(x, y), 8sf(x, y)/8x=0(e~2y). Now First of all, since E(x, y) = 0(x~2y2) on the range in question, P E(x, y) cos ux dx = o{y2 P x"2¿ix} = 0(y3) â M.
I Jlly L Jl/y J Also, by parts, and since dE(x, y)/dx = 0(x~2y3), we get \j™y E(x,y) cos ux dx\ 5= M/u and the argument we just used works again.
Combining our results for this region (xg 1, y^ 1) with (3.9) and (3.10), we now obtain the boundedness of the transformation 4. Applications. Typical consequences of transplantation theorems are results about multipliers. To get these results, however, we need to be able to map from G1'2 to Gm and back, and from H112 to Hm and back. At the least we have to obtain sharp duals for Corollaries 5 and 8. Preliminary to this, we will obtain two mean convergence results, stated in one lemma. (The second part might be considered as a projection theorem.) This inequality shows that to get mean convergence for/e L1 n Lp,a it is enough to let/belong to a dense (in (p, a) norm) subspace of this intersection. We will let fe C™(0, cc) = {f: support off is a compact subset of (0, oo) and /has infinitely many derivatives}. Then by [19] f(u)= lim Ç Km(u,y)Gm(f;y)dy W-»co Jo for u à 0. Let (rNf)(u) = f£ Km(u, y)Gm(f; y) dy. We will show rNf^l^f To do this we have to show that rNfis bounded by a fixed function in L"-a (and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem completes the argument).
cos ty <p(y)g(y) dy è AC\\ cos ty g(y) dy II Jo p,a II Jo p,a
Proof of Theorem 11. We write (TNf)(x) = J"* Km(x, y)q>(y)Gm(f; y) dy. We will show \\TNlf-TN2f\\p¡a->0 as Nu N2^co (which implies Tx «, exists). For O^Nx<N2<oo, \\TNJ-TN2f\\Pia = I P2 Km(x, y)9(y)Gm(f; y) dy We note that by using Hm in place of Gm, the same conclusions obtain if the hypotheses are replaced by "J"o° |g(cosh >>)| (sinh y)112 dy < oo and g (cosh y)(sinh y)112 j 0 as >>->oo."
